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Marketing and Point of Sale Equipment and Items Request for Proposal 

Questions and Answers 

April 12, 2018 

 

Q1: Does the Lottery have any future plans to implement full size play centers? 

A1: At this time, Northstar does not have any future plans for implementing full size play 

centers. 

Q2: Could you tell us how many of the “On Counter” units were ordered from the bid in August of 2017? 

A2: Northstar has considered your request and will not be providing that information.   

Q3: Regarding the acrylic bins with bases to hold the scratch tickets, the picture shows them as injection 

molding.  Is it possible to quote on the same design fabricated?  We believe we can fabricate the 

same unit stackable and be in the same price range. 

A3: Yes, potential vendors are welcome to quote both injection and fabricated molded bases 

and bins as shown in the image.  Potential vendors may provide images along with their 

proposal of units that they have produced using either method. 

Q4: In the excel sheet there are multiple pictures of different items in one section.  Do we have to bid on 

all of the items in that section or can we choose? 

A4: Potential vendors do not have to bid on all the items set forth in the Exhibit 1 to be 

considered for placement on the Qualified Vendors List; however, if a potential vendor 

offers all of the items set forth in the Exhibit 1, they may bid on all of those items if they so 

choose. 

Q5: How would items need to be packed?  Bulk with bubble wrap on pallets or in cartons on pallets? 

A5: All fragile equipment must be packaged individually to avoid damage, boxed and shrink 

wrapped on pallets. 

Pallet Size – standard size of pallets must be 48” x 40” x 68” high maximum. 

Q6: How many times a year is the typical order quantity? 

A6: Ordering varies upon need; Northstar estimates orders being placed approximately two (2) 

to four (4) times per year for the items identified in Exhibit 1 of the RFP. 

Q7: Do you have drawings of the items we can reference or maybe provide samples (if vendor wins bid)? 

A7: In the event a vendor on the Qualified Vendors List is being considered for a particular job, 

Northstar will provide drawings or samples if they are available. 
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Q8: On your schedule 1 – Equipment and Hardware Worksheet.  You ask for Printing Method – for 

customization.  Can you tell us what items are to be customized on this list and to what level of 

customization are you looking for?  Is it the NJL logo only or are you looking for customization at the 

retail level? 

A8: Customization varies upon need.  In the event a vendor on the Qualified Vendors List is 

being considered for a particular job, Northstar will provide further detail as Northstar 

deems necessary and relevant. 

Q9: Please explain what you mean by electronic quoting and ordering capabilities; does this mean email 

or a web-based program? 

A9: Yes, this refers to either an email or web-based program. 

Q10: Our company has additional Point of Sale Products that may be of interest to Northstar New Jersey 

for possible future purchasing.  Is it acceptable for us to include these as a separate addition to our 

response as a full catalog exposure? 

A10: Yes, as set forth in section 5(b) of the RFP, potential vendors are welcome to provide an 

electronic product catalog with their RFP response. 

Q11: Schedule 2 – Delivery Requirement and Guidelines set out that items must be shrunk wrapped on 

pallets.  Will you be ordering in smaller quantities of the specified items on Schedule 1?  And if so, 

shipments that don’t meet palletization minimums would be shipped by UPS/FedEx and these 

carriers do not allow pallets; only loose boxes.  Will this be an acceptable means of shipment or do 

you want all product shipped on pallets no matter the size of the order? 

A11: Smaller quantities that do not meet palletization minimums may be shipped in loose boxes 

by UPS/FedEx. 


